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What is the food regime approach? 
 

The food regime approach helps us to think 
about the future of human relations to our 
earthly habitat  as one of many species changing 
our environments to get food.  
 
It does so by understanding the past as full of 
possibilities. It gives hope to the past. 
 
 



Thinking Across Time Scales 

1. Foodgetting is central to 500 years of capitalist 
world-ecology; the human species changed its 
nature in reshaping its ways of getting food from 
the earth; it is a historically specific capitalist 
mode of human foodgetting  

2. Foodgetting Regimes emerge as provisionally 
stable periods interspersed with long transitions, 
within the capitalist mode of human foodgetting    

 



Feudal Power declined for at least 200 years;  
Capitalism wasn’t named for a further 300 years   

Danse Macabre  Repression of Heresy 



 
Emerging Capitalist World Ecology Changed Nature 
Differently from Feudal World Ecology (Moore) 

   
~1600-~1850: A New Way 
Of Organizing Places and Labour 

Slaves, Sugar,  
Industrial Monoculture, 
New Classes in England and New 
England, New Patterns of  
Trade (timber, jute,  
fish…) 

 
 
 

 
 

England 1797-hanged 
For illegal brewing 

Codfishing 
New England 1750 
 

Sugar plantation 
Antigua 1756 



Foodgetting Regimes: Cycles and 
Layers within Capitalist world ecology 

~30 year phases of patterned 
unfolding 
-Specific regions reorganized and 
linked; others excluded 
-Specific hierarchy of states 
organizing accumulation  
-Specific classes of eaters and 
producers (diets and labour)  
-all linked by commodity complexes 
and specific sectors leading capital 
accumulation :  
Wheat (1870-1914);Livestock/feeds 
and Durable Foods (1947-73);  
Aquaculture, horticulture, biofuels… 
(1990-        ) 

~30 year phases of disintegration 
and recomposition  
• Disintegration and 

recomposition via 
financialization (Arrighi, 
Bunker and O’Hearn) 
– Regions 
– Power/state system 
– Regional reorganization and 

exclusion 
– Reshaping of capital around 

specific commodities 
– Layering of old as new reshapes 

emerging food regime 



Patterns of World Trade 1880-1914: 
Blue Arrows =Raw Materials including Sugar, Wheat, Cotton…  

Red Arrows = Manufactures 



Layering through Cycles 
1870 ff 
  1914 ff 
 
1947 ff  
 
   
  1973 ff 
 
1980 ff  
 
?????  

Wheat 
  [financialization] 
  retrenchment 
Livestock/feedgrains  
Wheat (differently) 
 
  shift in 
regions/industrial 
   deepening 
  [financialization :   
         commodities + 
land] 
  hegemonic crisis:    
  food-health + farming-
    
 
 



Wheat, Maize, Soy change; 
 Palm oil (durable foods) emerges;   Asia emerges variously 

Olivier de Schutter, Foreign Policy 2015 
 

Follow the Traded Commodities 



What is Food? 

Is it (only) traded commodities ----wheat, maize, 
soybeans, and recently  palm oil?  
  
These are the only ones included, along with 
potash and oil and more distantly related 
primary commodities, in “index funds”--- the 
ones directly subordinated to finance capital 
and the ones therefore “in crisis.” These are the 
ingredients of “food from nowhere.” 
 
 



What is Sustainability? 
Since 2008, a dance of creativity and appropriation--- can we know what genetic 
sciences and emerging capitalist agents can achieve? With the help of states that have 
become something like the “ruling committees of the bourgeoisie”? 
   
  “Ecological intensification,” “genetic bio-fortification” and “climate smart   
 agriculture” 
 
  “Functional” and Genetically tailored edible  commodities 
 

 
Words and practices were invented by ordinary people or scientific 
(ecological) innovators 
  “traceability” and organics 
 intensive cropping and biodynamics 
 “no-till” and Perennial Prairie (Land Institute) 
Of course, these and ever arising creative practices continue (Geels et.al.)  
  



Two Paths to the Future: Corporate Food 
Regime? Food Sovereignty? 

 

Asian contour farming 

Vietnamese Street Market and 
Terraced Farming 

Soy monoculture (Monsanto seeds) and 
Soy traders in Chicago 

 



Elements of Transformation 

• Breakdown? 
 

• Emergence? 
 

• How do contradictions in capitalist mode of 
human foodgetting interact with elements of 
(several? many?) emergent modes of human 
foodgetting? 



Future and/or Past? Mosaic Landscapes 
 

Permaculture (Brazil) Mosaic landscape (Vietnam) 

Photo: Biodiversity International (L. Sebastian) Photo: Annelise Barreto Krause 

 



But --- in between?--- from USDA, led by “conventional” 
farmers, 

“Drought cover crops” 



What is Emerging? 
• The Final Food Regime? (McMichael) 

– Crash? E.g., geopolitics of potash 

 
• A Restoration? (Friedmann 2005) 

• E.g., greener capitalist world ecology via genetics and 
enclosures/repression of migrants and precariat?  

• Or will it be an appalling post-capitalism: Bookchin’s “eco-fascism”)? 
• Or a world of abundance re-centred on bioregions nested into the 

biosphere, and based on sharing and distributed technologies (Rifkin)? 

 
• What does world-ecological transformation look like? 

 
• How To Inquire? 



Emergence: Society as Ecosystem 

 “Emergence is how life creates radical change and takes things to  
scale…When separate, local efforts connect with each other as  
networks, then strengthen as  
communities of practice, suddenly and surprisingly a  
new system emerges at a greater level of scale…[T]he system that 

emerges always  
possesses greater power…than is possible through planned, 

incremental change… [New] qualities and capacities…are properties 
of the system, not the individual, but [also become  

capacities of individuals]. ”  
 
Margaret Wheatley and Deborah Frieze, 2008  
http:margaretwheatley.com/articles/using-emergence.pdf 



Resilience/Panarchy/Ecocycle: Forest 

• Source: Tamarack Institute 
  1. Many 
Possibilities for  
Species and  
Relationships 

2. Emergence of 
Forest Ecosystem 

3. Maturity Locks 
In “Resources” 

4. Disintegration 
Releases  
“Resources” for  
Renewal or Trans- 
formation 

Rigidity Trap Poverty Trap 



From Ecosystem to Social Change 

 



http://blogs.gartner.com/nick_gall/2011/01/24/panarchitecture-architecting-a-network-of-resilient-renewal/ 



The Red Line through the Great Lakes: a Late Westphalian International 
Border 



From national “territories” (16c word) to 
reintegrated landscapes: (re)inhabiting 

bioregions 
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